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Their son, Jesse, a father of a toddler, is facing a divorce. Their teenage daughter, Daisy is about to enter
college so their house is now an empty nest. Life is a journey and, for a spouse like me, marriage is that part of
the journey where you are somebody paddling the boat with you. My daughter is also heading to college a
couple of months from now. Although she will be still be staying with us, I know tha Breathing Lessons is
about a couple, Maggie and Ira, who has been married for 28 years. Seeing her all grown up receiving her
high-school diploma just the other day made me reflect how time really flew. This morning, I looked at myself
in the mirror and wondered where that young father has gone. You can say that this theme is nothing new.
However, Anne Tyler writes like no other. On the way back, they meet all sorts of people that can make you
reflect on how your own marriage is currently going. For me, this made me realize how communication is
important. I know how is this as a big factor in any relationship but it is not always about listening full ears or
talking about how I feel to my wife but also when to keep quiet and ignore the unnecessary. Come to think of
it, there is really no sure-fire hit about communication in a relationship, right? In fact, I read all these three
books in succession. I first started with The Accidental Tourist because it is both a and a book. Macon Leary
stayed in my mind for few days and even up to now I still remember him in his cast. The blind Pearl Tull
stayed as a prominent image in my brain for some days after. Both books engaged me from page 1 and made
me continue reading the book almost without letup. Breathing Lessons is structured differently. But the climax
builds gradually like that of the movie Thelma and Louise as in turns into something like a travelogue and like
the Little Prince meeting all sorts of people on the road. It is just different from the first two books and I
admire Anne Tyler more because she does not stick to one structure or one formula. There are those recurring
characters or events like the incorporation of songs or that minor character who sleep walk that reminded me
of Ezra Tull in Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant. So why Breathing Lessons? There are instances when
Tyler made references to breathing but no direct answer. I think that it is for those who leave relationship for
the reason that they could not breath. Ira Mason, the husband, feels that he should have married Anne Landers
but he chose to marry and stick with Maggie. For 28 years, he could have felt that it was a mistake but he
stayed. He thought, I know he must have thought, of leaving but he stayed. Anne Tyler knows and they are the
lessons that she will make you reflect on while reading this book.
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Curious readers can find year-old interviews with her on the Internet. They can learn that she was born in
Minneapolis in , that writer Reynolds Price helped launch her career as a novelist while she was studying
Russian at Duke University, that she married Iranian-born psychiatrist Taghi Mohammad Modarressi and
raised a family, that her 11th novel, Breathing Lessons, won the Pulitzer Prize for fiction, that after all these
years she still lives in Baltimore, Maryland. The problem with knowing Anne Tyler is that she seems
determined to resist our desire to make her a star, a personality. In fact, she rarely even appears in public.
Anne Tyler actually seems to want her novelsâ€”her avowedly non-autobiographical novelsâ€”to speak for
themselves. Knopf have always been understanding about that. Her characters are notâ€”and do not aspire to
becomeâ€”members of the glitterati or the literati. They rarely stray far from their Baltimore roots. Their
dramas are the commonplace dramas of family and community life. It tells the story of Michael Anton and
Pauline Barclay, who meet by accident in a Baltimore neighborhood at the outbreak of World War II, marry
hastily, raise a family and live with the consequences of an unhappy marriage. Maybe we are all trying to
atone for deficiencies in our own characters. Why Michael and Pauline had so much trouble with their own
differences seems to me a very individual matter related specifically to those two people and to no one else in
the world. Oldest daughter, Lindy, for example, who is independent and assertive from birth, leaves - simply
disappears - creating, according to her brother, George, "the central mystery of their lives. In The Amateur
Marriage, Tyler achieves her ends with astonishing economy. The novel gains much of its emotional power
precisely from what is left unsaid and undescribed. What it felt like, really, was stepping inside an old
photograph. If you stare long enough at the details, you almost think you are there. That was my experience in
writing the first chapter. At first it felt forced, a matter of cold research what items would be sold in a
drugstore back then? What cars would be driving past? That Anne Tyler wants to present her characters in
living color in all their rich emotional hues? And in The Amateur Marriage, that is exactly what she does.
Alden Mudge is a juror for the California book awards.
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Nearly all of her 19 novels are set in Baltimore, where she has lived since , and she has become so
synonymous with the city that they run Tyler tourist trips. But fans will know that her fictional Maryland is a
world away from that of detective Jimmy McNulty and co. Today, Tyler is in London. In the literary world
this is news. And I thought, why not? Since Updike set her on her way in an early New Yorker review,
pronouncing her "not merely good, but wickedly good", novelists and critics have outdone each other in their
praise. Eudora Welty, whom Tyler calls "my crowning influence", wrote: One of her most outspoken
champions perhaps surprising, given the "blokeishness" of his own work is Nick Hornby, who has said his
ambition is to be " the male Anne Tyler " and credits The Accidental Tourist as the inspiration to begin writing
himself , describing her as "the best line-and-length novelist in the world". The planning stage always takes
her "exactly a month" before her subconscious tells her "OK, enough is enough. And I heard a voice say in my
brain very clearly: I may not have mentioned that. In this way, she says, the subject of grief was "sort of
visited" upon her, although it is one she has returned to throughout her work. She is adamant that none of her
fiction is taken from real life. But she did draw on her feelings following the death of her husband Taghi
Modarressi, an Iranian psychologist and novelist, 15 years ago. But of course every body bears it. But she says
he never discussed his work. They are saying there are all these mingled colours and shades. We are always
trying to decipher gestures, or as writing teachers say, how to show rather than tell. But she believes that
growing up, the eldest child with three brothers, in a Quaker commune in the mountains of North Carolina,
had the most profound influence on her as a writer. Her father was a chemist, her mother a social worker, both
idealists, pacifists and civil rights activists, "so disenchanted that there had been a world war that they looked
for places to go to start living separate from the world". This unorthodox upbringing gave her "that slight
distance, so that I can look at the world as if I were a sociologist a little bit â€” I have that extra inch away
from it. In the afternoons, she and her brother would knock on any of the doors in the commune and say they
had come to learn something. Anne Tyler, Saint Maybe Although her parents were believers, she gave up on
religion when she was seven, the age she feels was in some ways "the climax of my life, when you finally
know who you are. She graduated at 19, wanting to be an artist, but instead fell into writing, publishing her
first novel, If Morning Ever Comes, when she was With uncharacteristic vehemence, she says she wishes she
could destroy her first four books. I was just finding my way. Many, including Tyler, consider it to be her best
novel "it is the one that came closest to what I envisaged at the beginning". Both these novels were finalists for
the Pulitzer prize; she won it with her next, Breathing Lessons, in During this time she had two daughters, and
wrote about the difficulty of balancing writing with motherhood in an essay called "Still Just Writing": She
has two grandchildren. She says that over the years she learnt "just to go to my room and plug away. She can
quote the first lines: A "very mechanical process", it involves revising tiny sections in "quite small and distinct
handwriting â€” it is almost like knitting a novel" she insists on white paper, no lines, and swears by "the
miraculous Pilot P gel pen". When she is happy with each section she types it up, then writes the whole
manuscript out in longhand again. She then reads it into a tape-recorder to listen out for false notes or
clumsiness. Her "good characters have serious flaws, and quite base motives, but none are evil". Even on this
she has wry insight: This conflict between security, inheritance, love, and their corollaries independence,
solitude and freedom, drives many of her narratives: Kakutani has argued that for Tyler these represent "the
two imperatives in American life ". Tyler rivals Austen in her myopic focus; in an oeuvre spanning the whole
of postwar American history, only the second world war and the 70s counter-culture get due mention. The
passing of time, on a personal scale, is one of her most affecting themes; her observations on human
motivations and relationships are so wise and finely nuanced that they make those of most of her peers seem
callow and strained. One critic in the Chicago Tribune crowned Tyler "our foremost NutraSweet novelist" ;
another compared her fiction to Quaker instant oatmeal: No, she says mildly. I would say piss and vinegar for
Roth and for me milk and cookies. It is probably that I just want to be with nice people, which sounds very
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milk and cookies, I know. And they are a fairly forlorn bunch. Think of Macon Leary in The Accidental
Tourist, reluctant to step out of his front door; Ian Bedloe in Saint Maybe, who spends 20 years atoning for a
teenage mistake, renouncing everything from sex to sugar; and poor old Ezra, who spends his life trying to get
his family to finish one meal together. Defined by passivity, their lives have drifted along until something,
usually tragic, jolts them out of their stupor. Growing up in a male-dominated family, "amazing grandfathers,
father, brothers and husband", she felt more comfortable with them. I got to know them well, because I was so
interested in them and liked them. And she is one of very few contemporary novelists unafraid to place
mothers â€” and even grandmothers â€” at the heart of her books. For a writer "the post-marriage stages are so
much more interesting. Despite the determined sunniness of her novels her only clearly unhappy ending, in
Celestial Navigations, was unplanned , every so often the melancholy refrain in the background can be heard
with plangency. It forever repeated itself, and was entirely lacking in hope. And she has already begun her
20th, a sprawling family saga, which she hopes will take a long time. Although she will be "greatly missed", in
true Tyler style they have only met four times. So no lunches or launches at all? My mental image, which
again is so fey, is that the Writing Elf has gone off in a sulk. When I get home again, how long will it take me
to write? Will the Writing Elf understand? But to appease him, maybe he should have the final word.
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The Accidental Tourist is one of her best. Tyler [is] a writer of great compassion. Without Anne Tyler,
American fiction would be an immeasurably bleaker place. One cannot reasonably expect fiction to be much
better than this. Anne Tyler is a wise and perceptive writer with a warm understanding of human foibles. A
novel animated by witty invention and lively personalities. Can Macon be described as an accidental tourist in
his own life? Some people seem to have very meticulous itineraries for their lives. Why are so many
characters angry, atâ€”or at least disapproving ofâ€” Macon for his manner of grieving? Why does he find the
process of training Edward to be so difficult and painful? While I was writing this book, I wondered the same
thing. I asked myself, Why do I seem to be going on and on about this ridiculous dog, who has nothing to do
with the main plot? This dog is angry for him! Oh, I think Edward is way ahead of Macon in his reactions.
What does Singleton Street represent for Macon? The opposite of his own narrow self. Does Muriel see
Macon as he truly is, or as someone he wants to be? Class for the most part; but also personality style. To a
family so undemonstrative, Muriel would be a bit daunting. Muriel is a pretty powerful force. In The
Accidental Tourist, you write of Macon: I think he really does. Macon remembers finding a magazine quiz in
which Sarah answered that she loved her spouse more than he loved her. How accurate was her answer? Was
Sarah correct in writing that she loved Macon more than he loved her? Her answer reflected her limited
understanding of Macon, I believe, more than the true situation. I did mean that to be his honest answer. If
anything, her son was a negative qualityâ€”at least in the beginning. This novel explores the vexed nature of
romantic relationships. Do the couples that have formed over the course of this novel stand a chance? Yes, of
course they do. These are flawed relationshipsâ€”as all areâ€”and they require compromiseâ€”as all do. But at
least one member of each couple has found a way to make those compromises. The Learys are at once
remarkable comic figures and deeply human characters. How difficult is it to achieve this delicate balance and
neither veer into parody nor a humorless character study? But the most rewarding experience in writing a
novel is the gradually deepening understanding of its characters; and once I knew the Learys better, the
balance came naturally. Speaking from personal experience, I would say absolutely not. Yes, Julian will
become a funny sort of quasi-Leary, purely out of love for Rose, and a helpful liaison to the outside world. Is
there any hope for Porter or Charles? But they seem contented as they are. Do you have the narrative fairly
well mapped out before you begin writing a novel, or do you find yourself taking detours? For instance, did
you know all along how this novel would end? Do your characters ever surprise you? What do you most enjoy
about your life as writer? The best part about being a writer is the experience of learning, gradually, what it is
like to be a person completely different from me. The hard part is that for years on end, I am working in a
vacuum. Is this a story anyone will believe? Anyone will care about? If you could invite any writer, living or
dead, to attend a reading group meeting to discuss their work, who would it be? What would you most like to
learn from her or him? I would rather read the writer, not hear him or her talk. I know that from being a writer
myself: What are you reading right now?
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Early childhood[ edit ] The oldest of four children, she was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Both her parents
were Quakers who were very active with social causes in the Midwest and the South. While she did not attend
formal public school in Celo, lessons were taught in art, carpentry, and cooking in homes and in other subjects
in a tiny school house. Her early informal training was supplemented by correspondence school. Tyler
acknowledges that this book, which she read many times during this period of limited access to books, had a
profound influence on her, showing "how the years flowed by, people altered, and nothing could ever stay the
same. Tyler also describes reading Little Women 22 times as a child. In my case, it was emerging from the
communeâ€¦and trying to fit into the outside world. Scott Fitzgerald , and many others. Peacock would also
later teach the writer Armistead Maupin. She loved painting and the visual arts. She also was involved in the
drama society in high school and at Duke, where she acted in a number of plays, playing Laura in The Glass
Menagerie and Mrs. Gibbs in Our Town. With her Russian Literature background she received a fellowship to
graduate school in Slavic Studies at Columbia University. There she became somewhat addicted to riding
trains and subways: She returned to Duke, where she got a job in the library as a Russian bibliographer. This
short story led to her meeting Diarmuid Russell, to whom Price had sent it with kudos. Years later she
disowned both of these novels, as well as many of the short stories she wrote during this period. Two years
later a second daughter, Mitra, was born. About this time, the couple moved to Baltimore, MD as Taghi had
finished his residency and obtained a position at the University of Maryland Medical School. Baltimore is
generally considered to have a true mix of Southern and Northern culture. It also is set in area of considerable
Quaker presence, and Tyler eventually enrolled both her daughters in a local Friends school. In her own
opinion, her writing improved considerably during this period; with her children entering school, she was able
to devote a great deal more focus to it than had been possible since she graduated from Duke. It was a difficult
book to write she notes, since it required rewriting draft after draft to truly develop her understanding of the
characters. So unconventional a love story that it appears to take its protagonists themselves by surprise. It was
also made into a movie starring William Hurt and Geena Davis. The popularity of this well-received film
further increased the growing public awareness of her work. Ladder of Years was chosen by Time Magazine
as one of the ten best books of Between and , she edited three anthologies: The Best of the Second Decade.
Modarressi, 10 years her senior, had left Iran and his family as a political refugee at age There he met Tyler
and discovered their common interest in literature. Tyler and Modarressi had two daughters, Tezh and Mitra.
Tezh is an artist who works primarily in oils; she also is a professional photographer. In she broke with this
policy and gave her first face-to-face interview in almost 40 years. The summary that follows of the nature of
her work relies upon selected descriptions and insights by a limited number of the many distinguished literati
who have reviewed her works. Also Tyler herself has revealed much about her own writing through
interviews. Although she has refused to participate in face-to-face interviews until very recently, she has
participated in numerous e-mail interviews over the years. They are Southern in their sure sense of family and
place but lack the taste for violence and the Gothic that often characterizes self-consciously southern literature.
They are modern in their fictional techniques, yet utterly unconcerned with contemporary moment as a
subject, so that, with only minor dislocations, her stories could just as well have taken place in twenties or
thirties. My reason for writing now is to live lives other than my own, and I do that by burrowing deeper and
deeperâ€¦. As early as , Pollitt described her skill in this way: Their often humble or eccentric occupations,
carefully observed and threaded with humor, are tightly sewn to the other parts of their lives, offering them the
mixed benefit of tedium and consolation, as well as a lighted stage for the unfolding of their dramatic selves.
She also allows her men and women an opportunity for redemption. I never did see why I have to throw in a
plot, too. My people wander around my study until the novel is done. Her ability to conduct several
conversations at once while getting the food to the table turns the act of reading into a kind of transport. An
inexplicable centripetal force hurls these relatives upon one another, catches them in a dizzying inward spiral
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of obligation, affection and old-fashioned guiltâ€”as well as an inexpressible longing for some perfect or
"normal" family in a distant past that never really was. Almost every novel by Anne Tyler begins with a loss
or absence that reactivates in the family some primordial sense of itself. In her patient investigation of such
struggles, Miss Tyler has produced a very satisfying body of fiction. The stories in many of her novels span
decades, if only by flashbacks. Joyce Carol Oates emphasized the role of time in this manner: The minutiae of
family life can yield a startling significance seen from the right perspective, as Tyler shows us. I believe they
all count. They all reveal character, which is the factor that most concerns meâ€¦. It does fascinate me, though,
that small details can be so meaningful. The real heroes to me in my books are first the ones who manage to
endure. I would say piss and vinegar for [Philip] Roth and for me milk and cookies. As for the little details
Ms. Tyler sprinkles over her storyâ€¦they, too, have a paint-by-numbers touch. They add up to a patchwork
novel that feels hokey, mechanical. She is very disciplined and consistent about her work schedule and
environment. She starts work in the early morning and generally works until 2 pm. Characters, descriptions,
and scenes often emerge from these notes. I could go on writing about them forever.
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With several dozen novels to her name, Anne Tyler has won numerous awards during her writing career, this
including the Sunday Times Award and the Ambassador Book Award. The Tyler family lived in various
Quaker communities before finally settling down in a commune in Celo. Anne Tyler has often spoken of the
first time she experienced the spark of storytelling, specially the minutes and hours she would spend under her
bed covers at the age of 3, creating stories in her attempt to fall asleep. By the time Anne left Celo at the age
of 11 along with her family, she found the world to be a very different and surprising place, this emanating
from the fact that she had was still yet to attend public school and had never even used a telephone in her life.
Settling down in Raleigh, North Carolina, provided Anne her first taste of the world outside the commune,
allowing her the opportunity to finally attend public school; and even with her lack of formal education, Anne
excelled far better than her classmates, access to libraries allowing her to explore new worlds during which he
would discover esteemed writers like Eudora Welty and Gabriel Garcia Marquez. Anne also had the
opportunity to work alongside future greats like Fred Chappell. Even under the guidance of minds like
William Blackburn, Ann Tyler did not immediately determine to pursue writing, not when her passion for the
visual arts was starting to bloom. Along with partaking in various plays as a member of the drama society,
Anne also showed an interest in Russian literature. She eventually graduated from Duke in , immediately
choosing to pursue a fellowship to graduate school at Columbia University in Slavic Studies. New York
provided her various new experiences, chief amongst which were the train rides. She found her mind drawn to
the world of storytelling. It was there that she met and later married in a resident in child psychiatry called
Taghi Modarressi. She would go on to write numerous short stories while at Duke, one of which Reynolds
Price called the most complete short story he had ever read. The fact that her children had entered school
allowed her to focus on her projects, producing novels that attracted praise from the likes of Gail Godwin and
John Updike. Her literary career has only continued to grow, especially following her reception of the Pulitzer
Prize for Fiction in Anne Tyler and her husband have two daughters, both of whom share her interest in the
visual arts. Her work is credited for essentially celebrating the unremarkable lives of Americans. Ben was
raised by his mother and grandmother. And, alongside a flock of sisters, he has always felt like an outsider.
The Tin Can Tree The accidental Death of 6 year old Janie Rose leaves the lives of the Pike family in the
small town of Larksville hopelessly out of step with the daily routines of life. Pike blames herself for the
accident and barely speaks while Mr. Pike finallt comes out of his long comfortable silence. Ten year old
Simon cannot quite understand why he no longer has a baby sitter and where she has gone. Those persons
close to the Pike family will have to push past their own private grief to comfort the family, bringing hope into
a world that is suddenly so dark. However the lives of the characters are interesting enough to make the Tin
Can Tree a fairly interest read, one that allows you an intimate look into the lives of characters you will grow
to love. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to haunt Reacher when he decides to visit the town
his father was born in. Because when he visits there he finds out no-one with the last name of Reacher has
ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his father ever live there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks we
send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations. Insert your e-mail below to start getting these
recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below. Featured Author Our author of the
month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance novels. Opal has written over novels with
multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series. Did You Knowâ€¦ Due to the mass
controversy involving the ending to The Divergent Trilogy, author Veronica Roth had to post a large blog
post, both explaining and defending the ending of the series.
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Published the same year Tyler published her seventh novel, Earthly Possessions, the story grapples with the
complex web of characteristics that define an ordinary life. She endures the hardships she has been dealt and
does so as a "normal" person may be expected to endure. Through Blevins and others, Tyler proves that most
events in life are complex and nuanced, which often clouds the delineation between what is heroic and what is
simply normal. Tyler is well known for her ability and propensity for writing about ordinary people, a trait she
shares with one of her greatest literary influences, the southern writer Eudora Welty. Her father, Lloyd Parry
Tyler, a chemist, and mother, Mahon Tyler, a social worker, were committed Quakers and social activists. A
voracious reader, Tyler often read favorite books twenty and thirty times. She and her brothers were primarily
home schooled, which placed Tyler ahead of most students her age and allowed her to enter Duke University
at the age of sixteen. At Duke, she majored in Russian. Though she finished all the required coursework, she
never completed her thesis. She met Taghi Modarressi, an Iranian psychiatrist and writer, and married him in
Shortly after their wedding, the newlyweds moved to Montreal, Canada, where Modarressi completed his
medical residency. She completed the manuscript for her first novel, If Morning Ever Comes, in Knopf
published the book and all of her subsequent novels. In , her first daughter, Tezh, was born, and two years later
another daughter, Mitra, arrived. Tyler published her second novel, The Tin Can Tree, in Between and , when
"Average Waves in Unprotected Waters" appeared in the New Yorker, Tyler published five novels and many
short stories. Though she began to receive very favorable reviews beginning with her fifth book, Celestial
Navigation, in , her public following was still quite sparse. In , with the release of Dinner at the Homesick
Restaurant, that began to change. In , The Accidental Tourist was made into an Academy Awardâ€”nominated
motion picture, and the following year, her book Breathing Lessons won the coveted Pulitzer Prize for fiction.
Tyler lives a very private life in Baltimore with her family. At the age of nine, Arnold has become too difficult
for Bet to manage. As they leave the crumbling apartment building, Mrs. Puckett, a kindly neighbor who is
crying, stops Bet and gives her cookies for Arnold, but he runs off without acknowledging the woman who has
baby-sat for him since his birth. After taking a bus from their apartment, Bet and Arnold arrive at the train
station. Bet has purchased gum, which she gives to a nervous Arnold. As the train leaves, he becomes calmer
and falls asleep. While Arnold sleeps, Bet remembers him as a younger child. She speculates that it came from
her because, "she never could do anything as well as most people. She remembers herself as a child, at the
shore with her parents, and how she used to stand in the waves and let them pound her. She draws a
connection between the waves and her life with Avery, remembering that after Avery left, she even stayed in
the old apartment for a while, because she "took some comfort from enduring. They both watch the conductor
come through the train asking for tickets. Arnold laughs at an old woman whom the conductor is accusing of
having no ticket. Bet imagines that she is the one the conductor is scolding. Arnold wants to eat a cookie, but
Bet refuses to give him one. She is afraid that he will get messy, and she wants the people at the hospital to
think highly of him and to see that "someone cherished him. To appease him, she breaks off a little piece of
cookie and gives it to him to eat. When they arrive at the hospital, she asks the cab driver, repeatedly, if he
will stay and wait for her. He promises that he will stay. Inside the hospital, a nurse gives Bet a tour and shows
her where Arnold will sleep. As they look around, Bet tries to tell the nurse how to care for Arnold. The nurse
assures Bet that Arnold will be well cared for and informs her that she will be not be able to visit Arnold for
six months as he becomes acclimated to his new home. After leaving Arnold with his blanket, Bet says
good-bye. Rushing from the building in tears, Bet climbs into the cab and urges the driver to drive quickly to
the train station. She has timed her departure so she will not have to wait very long for a train. When she
arrives at the train station, she learns that the train has been delayed by twenty minutes. Bet becomes nearly
desperate at this news and wonders how she will endure the interminable wait. Bet is greatly relieved and
believes that they have "come just for her sake," and that from now on, everything will be like that, "just
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something on a stage, for her to sit back and watch. Arnold is described as small though "strong, wiry" and
"thin-skinned, almost transparent. The reader is told that he has fits, frequently violent tantrums that have
become difficult for his mother to manage. He is easily bored, and when he becomes so, he often becomes
unruly. He loves gum and sometimes swallows the gum even though he has been told not to. He often looks at
familiar things as if they were unfamiliar or brand new. New things also "have no meaning for him. Puckett,
who has baby-sat him since his birth. Bet Blevins Bet Blevins is the struggling single mother of Arnold
Blevins, a nine-year-old developmentally disabled boy for whom she can no longer care. She withstood a rash
marriage to Avery, who left her and Arnold a few weeks after the boy was diagnosed as mentally disabled, and
she has endured the hardship of caring for Arnold by herself. In many ways, Bet idealizes her past life, which
was "beautifully free and spacious," though she recognizes how, even then, she was destined to live staunchly
and endure, "as if standing staunch were a virtue. She breaks down as she gives Bet cookies for Arnold and
watches him leave his home for the last time. The film stars Kathleen Turner and William Hurt. In "Average
Waves in Unprotected Waters," memory is a disconnecting as well as a connecting force, both allowing
characters to make discoveries about themselves and serving as a means of alienation. The first
acknowledgment of memory, or lack of memory, occurs when Mrs. Puckett gives Bet cookies for Arnold. The
boy passes the older woman without acknowledging her. He does not seem to know her or have a memory of
her. Later, on the train, the act of remembering is an act of self-realization for Bet. As she remembers her
childhood and marriage, she learns about herself and her ability to endure. Parts of her memory are idealized.
She decides that "her old life had been beautifully free and spacious. But, she realizes that she is the same
person throughout her memory, and from that, she gleans comfort and understanding. On the one hand, family
nurtures and sustains an individual and provides him or her with a basic identity. Family is also a unit of
stagnation and can strip individuals of their identity. Bet Blevins defines herself as a mother throughout the
story, and her role as a single mother in her family of two is complicated by the fact that she is the mother of a
developmentally disabled boy. The traditional family and traditional motherhood, the idea of nurturing a child
from birth to adulthood and then watching that child leave "the nest" and make his own life, is not a possibility
for Bet. She must decide, perhaps before she is ready, to release Arnold into a life that is appropriate for him.
Acting alone, Bet defies the traditional definition of the successful family. Ultimately, she believes that her
decision will save the family and herself. Her memories of her family serve as a catalyst to help Bet find
herself and find in herself the ability to make a necessary decision. Topics for Further Study The story
"Average Waves in Unprotected Waters" appeared in the New Yorker in the late s during an important time in
the feminist movement. What was happening in the feminist movement during the late s? Using examples
from the story, explain how the story portrays or does not portray the feminist values and objectives of the
time. Would you call Tyler a feminist writer? Why or why not? What was life like for single mothers in the
late s? Use examples from the story to explain your conclusions. What do geneticists say about genes and
developmental disabilities? In the story, how does Bet handle her son? What do her actions reveal about her
attitude toward him? Does it appear that Bet loves her son? Explain and justify your answers using examples
from the text. What elements in the story present a bias that a reader may not trust as absolute truth? Identity
In many ways, "Average Waves in Unprotected Waters" is a story about the search for self, from the most
miniscule gene to the more intangible character traits that truly make a person unique. She wonders about the
gene that she possibly gave him that caused his disability, which has, in a way, prevented Arnold from having
a true identity. While questioning who her son is, she makes discoveries about herself, particularly her ability
to endure hardship. One hardship she endures is seeing others interact with Arnold. As she watches, she is
often induced to try and prove that Arnold is "real. She does define herself as a mother. Yet, at the conclusion
of the story, she has given up her role as mother, and in doing so chooses a kind of lack of identity that is the
result of passivity. Bet becomes a mere observer of "something on a stage. The first reference to the apartment
building in which Bet and Arnold live reveals that the place is "crumbling" and that there was nothing anyone
could do to "lighten its cluttered look.
Chapter 8 : NPR Choice page
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